FREE STANDING SCULPO
MUTO INSPIRATION. SCULPO COLLECTION.
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Sculpo Collection

FREE
STANDING
SCULPO
Sculpo Free Standing divides spaces while
improving modern visual layout and sound
comfort. A very handy, extremely lightweighted
product, with simple design, makes a good fit
for all types of workspaces. It can work as an
element of a modular system, which allows to
create easy free standing combinations.
—— PET

material (20mm)

—— Round

Corners

—— Acoustic

properties

—— Eco-friendly
—— Fire-retardant
—— Push-pin

surface

—— Extremely

Whith a push-pin surface of 20mm thikness
and round corners, the product is designed
to have minimalist shapes, giving an elegant,
modern and efficient touch to the office space.

lightweight

—— Easy

to create free-standing structures with connectors

—— Easy

to assemble

Made from eco-friendly materials, offering
a ecological solution within contemporary
interior design, PET technology is a felt
material that doesn’t emit toxins into the air.

The fixing system is composed of two elegant
wood with metal feet, and it is extremely easy
to assemble. Fixing system included.
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WORKSPACE DESIGN SOLUTIONS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Frame | frameless
Material | PET only
Fixing systems | wood with metal feet included

800mm

20mm

80mm

100mm

1400mm

450mm

*Available in dark grey; subject to minimum quantities, for other color requests (pag. 22)
*Also available with square corners
*Customizable sizes
Article code

Name

SPD710204372

Free Standing Sculpo Dark Grey

Size w x h x d mm
800 x 1400 x 450
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Sculpo Collection

MODULAR
SCULPO
Modular Sculpo is ideal to ensure space
division, privacy, in any dynamic work
environment. It allows you to create infinit
flexible and pleasant layouts while improving
acoustic comfort.
—— PET

material (20mm)

—— Round

Corners

—— Acoustic

properties

—— Eco-friendly
—— Fire-retardant
—— Push-pin

Two different feet can be use to create
unique modular sound absorption structures.

surface

—— Easy

to create free-standing structures with connectors

—— Easy

to assemble

Five different connectors can be set up quickly
to create different free standing combinations.

Hinge connectors are a highly flexible option
to create different modular acoustic structures.
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WORKSPACE DESIGN SOLUTIONS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Frame | frameless
Material | PET only
Fixing systems | wood with metal
Connectors | black metal

800mm

800mm

20mm

80mm

20mm

100mm
0 50mm

1800mm
450mm

1400mm

100mm

*Available in dark grey; subject to minimum quantities, for other color requests (pag. 10)
*Also available with square corners
*Customizable sizes
Article code

Name

SPD710206372

Modular Sculpo Dark Grey

Size w x h x d mm
1400 x 800 x 20

SPD790206372

Modular Sculpo Dark Grey

1800 x 800 x 20
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Sculpo Collection

Create simple, flexible and unique modular
spaces. Configure your product, by using our
metal connectors and fixing systems to create
different Free Standing Combinations.

Fixing systems | wood with metal
Connectors | black metal

small foot

big foot

Line connector (H)

90º connector (L)

*Set of 2
Article code

Name

KT3001

Fixing System Sculpo Small Foot

KT3002

Fixing System Sculpo Big Foot

KT3101

Connector Sculpo (H)

KT3102

Connector Sculpo (L)

KT3103

Connector Sculpo (V)

KT3104

Connector Sculpo (T)

KT3105

Connector Sculpo (X)

Hinge connector (V)

Triple conncetor (T)

Quadruple connector (X)
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FREE STANDING COMBINATIONS

(L)

(L)

(H)

(H)

(T)

(V)

(X)

(H)
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Sculpo Collection

PET COLOURS

A03

A10

A11

A12

A13

A14

A16

A17

A18

A19

A21

A24

A25

A26

A31

A32

A33

A34

A35

A36

A09

A08

A07

A06

A05

A04

A03

A02

A01

A51

A50

A49

A48

A47

A46

A45

A44

A43

A41

A39

A38

A37

*Available in dark grey A03 subject to minimum quantities, for other color requests
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ARCHYI. ALL INFORMATION IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

www.archyi-inspiration.com

